Agenda

1. OneSciencePlace
2. 2019 roadmap projects
3. Community space for HUBzero members
4. Future of HUBzero community meetings
Sustainability just got easier

Host analytical tools, publish data, share resources, collaborate and build communities in a single web-based ecosystem.

WHAT ARE YOU INTERESTED IN?

Keywords or phrase

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LOOK?

🏠 All Communities

Search
2019 Roadmap

1. Tools
   a. Tools 2.0 - simpler pipeline
   b. Next version of Jupyter – jupyterhub
   c. Subversion to Git for tools
   d. Experiment with MatLab web-based integration
      i. Offering a pilot test for a class of 30 students
   e. Docker container technology and get away from OpenVZ

2. Publications
   a. UI/UX overhaul of Publications workflow
   b. Merge Resources into Publications for hosted hubs (purely a data move, not a feature change)
   c. Add in tool pipeline, so tools can be published through Publications

3. General CMS
   a. 2.3 tentative target release for summer 2019
   b. Series of integrations most desired by community

Additional roadmapped items: https://help.hubzero.org/documentation/roadmap
Community space & future meetings

1. Creating a space for community members to hold discussions, collaborate, and ask questions
   a. Is this something most would like?
   b. What is the goal of having this space?

2. Future HUBzero Community Meetings
   a. What will they look like?
   b. What is the goal?